Volunteers Spartan Aroo !

Convocation for the Reebok Spartan Race Sparta

Last name :

Complete this sheet that will be requested on the day of the race:
…………………………………………………….…………….

First name :

…………………………………………………….…………….

Post :

VOLUNTEER BAG CHECK*

Day of presence : 4th November 2017
info concerning the day of the race:
1- Meet at 7:00 am at the voluntary space. To park, there will be no specific parking but the car parks are
free, so get as close to the statue of Leonidas.
2- W according to the weather. Plan a rain gear just in case. You will see that the life of a Volunteer
Spartan Race can be so full of obstacles
3- Go to the Volunteer space with your convocation
4- The briefing will start at 7:15am precisely
5- Your manager of the day will recover you once you have taken your t-shirt and lunch packet.
6- The photo of the volunteers will take place at the end of the day around 6:00pm. Be present for this
moment that you will be able to share with your friends!
What do you have with you:
1- Equipment in case of bad weather
2- Your mission sheet signed
3- The desire to have an unforgettable day
Your missions on the day:
1- Collect and store participants' bags
2- Give a bracelet to the participant and attach one on his bag
3- Store the bag in the column and the corresponding location
4- Control the recovery of bags
5- Orient participants to departure
6- Manage the recovery of bags until the last participant
Do not forget to take your lunch packet offered by the organization! It will be at Volunteer Space!

* The organization may have to modify your position, according to the needs on the day.
Regarding the modalities of the free code:
1- It is at the volunteer tent that you will have to go to check-out!
2- The volunteer leader will note you on the list to send you a free code by email to register from
home. The code sent by email can be given to a friend, the procedure remains the same.
3- If you want to participate the next day, you will have to see the volunteer manager to get a free
code.
4- Modalities concerning the codes:
- 1 volunteer day = 1 Sprint or Super code valid on all races in Europe
- 2 days of volunteering = 1 Beast code valid on all races in Europe
Warning: the discount code is valid for 1 year after distribution.
Thank you for your precious help and see you on the day of the race! Aroo !!!
Spartan Race Team

